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Welcome Wild Bunch Participants!
We hope that you will enjoy the match today.
Safety is always on our minds, so let’s all help each other to have a safe shoot.
The usual safety guidelines are in effect. These will be touched upon at the shooter’s
meeting. The SASS WILD BUNCH Shooter’s Handbook is the basis for our safety and
shooting guidelines, and it will be followed.
Total time will be the scoring method.
Also, State and Federal Covid-19 limitations are recommended.
Today’s Schedule:

7:30 AM
8:45 AM
9:00 AM
Noon
1:00 PM

Registration
Shooter’s Meeting
Shooting Commences
Shoot four stages
Lunch
Resume shooting

Lunch will be provided at the clubhouse.
After the match is completed, Award Ceremony will take place in the Clubhouse.
Scores may also be viewed later on the Long Nine website: www.longninecowboys.org
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Rifle is staged on the center table
Shotgun is staged on an outside table.
The 1911 is holstered.

Shooter starts at any position with hands on hat.
Starting Phrase: Say a line.
At the Beep:

YOU MAY SHOOT THE GUNS IN ANY ORDER!
With the shotgun, shoot two shotgun targets from each of the three positions.
With the rifle, engage the rifle targets in a 1-2-1-2-1 sweep from either direction
With the 1911, using the same sweep as the rifle, engage each set of pistol
targets with one sweep of seven rounds from their respective tables, and
engage the rifle targets from the center table with two sweeps, 14 rounds.
The arrays may be shot in any order with the 1911.

After completing the stage, show the 1911 to be clear to the TO and make safe.
Long guns will also be cleared on the firing line.
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Stage 2
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Rifle is held at port arms at the X.
Shotgun is staged on the either table.
The 1911 is holstered.
The Shooter starts standing one foot on the X, rifle at port arms.
Starting Phrase: Say a line.
At the Beep:

With the rifle, alternately single tap two rifle targets with four rounds on one
side, then repeat on the rifle targets on the other side, starting on any target.
Make rifle safe on a table
With the 1911, alternately single tap two targets with seven rounds from a
table, then alternately single tap with 7 rounds, one pair of two rifle targets and
repeat with the other pair of rifle targets from the barrier. Then, from the other
table, alternate seven rounds on those two targets, single tapping them.
Make pistol safe.
With the shotgun, shoot three shotgun targets from each table.

After completing the stage, show the 1911 to be clear to the TO and make safe.
Long guns will also be cleared on the firing line.
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Stage 3
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Rifle is staged on the table.
Shotgun is staged on the table.
The 1911 is holstered.
Shooter is at the table, long gun of choice in hand.
Starting Phrase: Say a line.
At the Beep:

Shoot either long gun first.
With the shotgun, shoot each shotgun target.
With the rifle, double tap the center target then single tap each outside
target, then single tap the center target.
With the 1911, repeat the rifle instructions twice on the targets from
the table, then advance to the barrier and repeat 1911 instructions for 14
rounds.

After completing the stage, show the 1911 to be clear to the TO and make safe.
Long guns will also be cleared on the firing line.

Note: When making the long guns safe after use, have them pointed toward the berm.
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Stage 4
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Rifle is staged on the table
Shotgun is staged on table
The 1911 is holstered.
Start at either end of the table, hand on 1911.
Starting Phrase: SAY A LINE.
At the Beep:

With the 1911, shoot the pistol targets in a 1,2,3,1 sweep from either
direction. Then make it safe on the table.
Shoot long guns next, either one first.
With the rifle, repeat 1911 instructions on the rifle targets.
With the shotgun, shoot four shotgun targets.
From the table, repeat the 1,2,3,1 sweep twice, shooting the rifle
targets with the 1911 (14 rounds).
Move to the other end of the table and engage the pistol targets
with seven rounds as done previously (1,2,3,1 sweep from either
end).

After completing the stage, show the 1911 to be clear to the TO and make safe.
Long guns will also be cleared on the firing line.

Note: Each 1,2,3,1 sweep is a separate sweep. Yes, you may!
A sweep would be 1,2,2,3,3,3,4 or 4,3,3,2,2,2,1.

BAY 1
Stage 5
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Rifle is staged on the any table
Shotgun is staged on any other table.
The 1911 is holstered.
Shooter starts at any position with hands on hat.
Starting Phrase: Say a line.
At the Beep:

YOU MAY SHOOT THE GUNS IN ANY ORDER!
With the rifle, engage the rifle targets with a seven round Nevada Sweep.
With the 1911, repeat the rifle instructions twice, engaging the rifle targets,
and once with each set of pistol targets (pistol targets must be engaged from
the respective tables.
With the shotgun, shoot two shotgun targets from each position.

After completing the stage, show the 1911 to be clear to the TO and make safe.
Long guns will also be cleared on the firing line.
Notes: Nevada Sweeps may start from either end. The sweeps are NOT
continuous when shooting the rifle targets with the 1911.
Knocking down the Marshal launches a clay. If the Marshal doesn’t go down,
It may be reshot in order to launch the clay (otherwise, TWO misses!)
If the clay is launched broken, or comes toward the shooter, the shooter
gets the hit, but must fire the round from the shotgun.
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Stage 6
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Rifle is staged on either table
Shotgun is staged on the other table.
The 1911 is holstered.
The Shooter starts standing one foot on the X, hand on pistol.
Starting Phrase: Say a line.
At the Beep:

With the pistol, single tap two rifle targets on one side, triple tap T,
then single tap the other two rifle targets.
Repeat instructions starting on the other two rifle targets.
Go to table with rifle, make 1911 safe, and use the rifle to single tap
two rifle targets, triple tap T, then single tap the other two rifle targets.
With the 1911, repeat the instructions with seven rounds from each table
engaging two pistol targets in front of each table, T, and two rifle targets on
that side. Make 1911 safe on table.
With the shotgun, shoot three shotgun targets from each table.

After completing the stage, show the 1911 to be clear to the TO and make safe.
Long guns will also be cleared on the firing line.
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Stage 7
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Rifle is staged on the table.
Shotgun is staged on the table.
The 1911 is holstered.
Shooter is at the table, either long gun in hand.
Starting Phrase: Say a line.
At the Beep:

Shoot either long gun first.
With the shotgun, shoot each shotgun target.
With the rifle, single tap each target in any order.
With the 1911, from the table, double tap each target, in any order.
Advance to the barrier and repeat the 1911 instructions.

After completing the stage, show the 1911 to be clear to the TO and make safe.
Long guns will also be cleared on the firing line.
Note: when making the long guns safe after use, have them pointed toward the berm.
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Stage 8
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Rifle is staged on the table.
Shotgun is held at port arms at the table.
The 1911 is holstered.
Shooter is at the table, shotgun at port arms.
Starting Phrase: SAY A LINE.
At the Beep:

Shoot four shotgun targets.
With the rifle, engage the targets in a 2,1,1,1,2 diagonal sweep,
starting with any corner(end) target (any diagonal).
With the 1911, shoot four 2,1,1,1,2 diagonal sweeps, with the first two
each starting on the back targets and the third and fourth sweeps starting
on the front targets.
So, with the 1911 sweeps, each diagonal sweep starts at a different end
target.

After completing the stage, show the 1911 to be clear to the TO and make safe.
Long guns will also be cleared on the firing line.

Illinois State Wild Bunch Championship

October 18, 2020

There will be eight stages today.
GOOD LUCK!

Stage
Time

Time

Misses

Penalties

Total
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___________

